#1. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Tower at NE corner

View: Facing SW
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#2. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

North elevation: Original building to left; 1931 addition on right.

View: Facing SE
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#3. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL  
Court and Pearl Streets  
Middletown, CT 06457

North elevation: upper storys

View: Facing SE
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#4. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL Court and Pearl Streets Middletown, CT 06457

Pavilion on north elevation

View: Facing S
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#5. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Detail: Pediment on east pavilion

View: Facing W
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#6. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Original location of recessed loggia; enclosed 1931; windows shown added in 1979

View: Facing S
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#7. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Detail: Tower-second and third story

Facing: SW
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#8. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Main entrance (1931) with handicapped access ramp

View: Facing SW
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#9. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Interior view of main hallway

Ciro Giordano 1980
#10. OLD MIDDLETOWN HIGH SCHOOL
Court and Pearl Streets
Middletown, CT 06457

Interior view of tower apartment
third story

Ciro Giordano 1980